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Abstract
Hole transport layers (HTLs) are one of the most significant elements influencing the performance of perovskite solar cells 
(PSCs). PEDOT:PSS (= Poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)) is regarded to be the most conducting 
polymer to use as an organic HTL for the inverted structure of PSCs. Due to the highly acidic behavior, PEDOT:PSS-based 
PSCs have shown limited stability. Additionally, the valence band mismatch of the PEDOT:PSS layer with the adjacent 
perovskite layer often results in low open-circuit voltage  (VOC) of the overall PSC. To address these issues, we have incor-
porated a thin layer of ethylenediamine functionalized graphene (EDA-FG) between the indium tin oxide (ITO) anode and 
the PEDOT:PSS layer yielding a bilayer HTL. The new bilayer successfully matches the energy valence band at the HTLs/
perovskite layer interface. The photoluminescence (PL) confirms that the deposited EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS quenched the 
perovskite layer more than PEDOT:PSS. Based on the enhanced electrical and optical properties, a champion PCE of 17.66% 
was obtained for the respective PSCs. Additionally, the PSCs showed stable photovoltaic behavior up to 500 h.
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1 Introduction

Compared to mesoporous organic–inorganic perovskite 
solar cells (PSCs), which recorded a power conversion 
efficiency (PCE) exceeding 25%, the inverted structure of 

PSCs granted more beneficial properties, including their 
long-term stability, low hysteresis, and low-temperature 
processed [1–4]. In typical inverted (p-i-n) PSCs, the 
light absorber layer, perovskite film, is placed between 
two chargers’ carriers; electron and hole-transporting lay-
ers (ETLs and HTLs) [5]. In order to increase the hole 
collection, several conductive polymers (i.e., PEDOT:PSS 
with PCE over 20% [6–9], poly (triarylamine) (PTAA) 
[10–12]) and metal oxides (i.e.,  NiOx [13–16],  V2O5 [17, 
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18],  CoOx [19, 20],  Cu2ZnSnS4 [21], and CuSCN [22, 23]) 
have been utilized as HTLs too. Particularly PEDOT:PSS 
was adopted as the most efficient conductive-polymers 
HTLs in the inverted PSCs; however, its acidic property 
can influence the perovskite layer in the long run [24, 25].

Graphene (G) and its allotropes were success-
fully applied as an alternative candidate as HTLs for 
PEDOT:PSS due to its unique characteristics, such as 
good stability, optoelectronic property, and long-term 
stability [26, 27]. Unfortunately, G’s work function 
(WF) is around 4.9 eV, and this value has a severe mis-
match with the adjacent perovskite absorber layer. Gra-
phene-based HTLs result in poor surface morphology 
and a non-homogenous film with low surface coverage 
[26, 28, 29]. To overcome the defects in both types of 
HTLs, some reports synergized benefits by combining 
them as HTLs using two different techniques: intercala-
tion of the G into PEDOT:PSS, while another is forming 
a bilayer HTL which consists of PEDOT:PSS and one 
of the graphene allotropes [30, 31]. Intercalation of a 
layer between HTLs and charges’ collector electrodes is 
a known technique utilized to enhance the PCE of PSCs 
devices [32, 33]. In the case of graphene derivatives/
PEDOT:PSS as bilayer HTL for inverted PSCs (p-i-n 
structure) with methylammonium lead iodide (MAPI3) 
as a light-absorber layer, the supreme PCE of 16.89% 
was achieved with GO-polyethylene glycol (PEG) above 
PEDOT:PSS [34]. Redondo-Obispo et  al. showed an 
easy low-temperature spin-coating technique for prepar-
ing homogenous PEDOT:PSS thin-film doped with gra-
phene oxide (GO). The obtained results showed that the 
PSCs device based on PEDOT:PSS-doped GO enhanced 
the electrical conductivity and crystallinity of the per-
ovskite layer without declining the optical transmittance 
[31]. Feng et al. followed bilayer HTLs techniques by 
precipitating GO and modified with  NH3 layer on the 
top of PEDOT:PSS to form a PSCs with configuration 
(PEDOT:PSS)-GO:NH3/CH3NH3PbI3−xClx/PCBM/
Bphen/Ag. The obtained results depicted that PSCs based 
on bilayer HTLs structure can significantly improve the 
performance and stability of PCE up to 16.11% [30].

Recently, many articles stated that grafting the G surface 
with multifunctional amines, including but not limited to 
triethylenetetramine (TETA), diethylenetriamine (DETA), 
and ethylene diamine (EDA), was achieved using different 
methods, including spin-coating, dipping, and vapor phase 
depositions [35]. The amination of the G with nitrogen het-
erostructures improved its electronics and optical proper-
ties. In addition to films, resistance, hole mobility, electrical 
conductivity, and charges carriers densities, as well as the 
work function (WF), were significantly improved without 
impacting the transmittance of the G layer compared to 

pristine G, which promotes using N-DG as an HTL in the 
PSCs [36, 37].

Here, we stress the benefits of the HTLs using the bilayer 
technique. Firstly, a simple solvothermal method synthesized 
ethylenediamine functionalized graphene (EDA-FG). The 
synthesized EDA-FG was spun-coated and then dropped on 
top of the ITO glass. On top of the EDA-FG layer, a thin 
PEDOT:PSS layer was spin-coated. The fabricated bi-layer 
HTLs of EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS with various concentrations 
of EDA-FG (0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mg.  mL−1) were examined by 
XRD, SEM, and UV–Vis. The electrical resistances of vari-
ous deposited HTLs, including EDA-FG, PEDOT:PSS, and 
bi-layer HTLs structures, were measured by electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The performances of differ-
ent fabricated devices based on EDA-FG, PEDOT:PSS, and 
bi-layer HTLs are investigated. Among the evaluated HTLs, 
0.5 mg.  mL−1 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS-based PSCs showed 
PCE of 17.39% and long-term stability over 500 h, the high-
est obtained photovoltaic performance compared with other 
PSCs devices fabricated by PEDOT:PSS or EDA-FG.

2  Experimental

2.1  Preparation of graphene‑ethylenediamine 
(EDA‑FG)

The GO was obtained from graphite powder [38]. The EDA-
FG was prepared by a direct solvothermal interaction between 
the acquired GO and EDA solution in the presence of Li metal 
and ammonium hydroxide  (NH4OH) as catalysts and nitro-
gen dopant agents, respectively. The dried GO precipitate 
was mixed with EDA into the autoclaves to form a physical 
adsorbed EDA over the GO surface. After forward, the hydro-
thermal was heated in a muffle at 200 °C—4 h. The reaction 
finished when the suspension color changed to black color (see 
Fig. S1a). The EDA-FG residues are washed per 0.1 M HCl 
to eliminate the excess EDA and Li, subsequently frequently 
rinsing with ethanol (Eth) and  H2O to remove any impurities. 
The obtained product EDA-FG was dried overnight under a 
vacuum at 60 ℃ to eradicate the amines that were physically 
attached to the G plate’s surface, then well-kept-up for more 
analysis. The photographs of GO and EDA-FG solution taken 
under 365 nm UV light are shown in Fig. S1b.

2.2  Cell fabrication

An aqueous solution of PEDOT:PSS was first spun onto the 
ITO substrate before being annealed for 15 min at 150 °C 
at 1500 and 4000 rpm for 15 and 20 s, respectively. The 
formation of an interfacial film based on EDA-FG was ini-
tialized via 120 µL (0.25, 0.5, and 1 mg  mL−1 suspendered 
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in diethyl ether were deposited under PEDOT:PSS with 
2000 rpm (25 s) tracked by 4000 rpm for 15 s, and the film 
was desiccated at 50 °C for 10 min). Fig. S1c in the supple-
mentary information (SI) describes the made-up HTL with a 
bilayer structure with an optical image for every step. Then, 
 MAPbI3 precursor perovskite solution (110 µL) containing 
 CH3NH3I (343 mg) and  PbI2 (998 mg) well dissolved in 
1.8 mL of 5:1 (v/v) DMF/DMSO was cast onto the resultant 
bilayer HTLs by spinning at 1000 rpm and 5000 rpm for 12 s 
and 30 s, respectively. Anti-solvent (chlorobenzene, 100 µL) 
was dropped on the top of the perovskite (PSK) layer, and 
the spinning increased to 5000 rpm after 5 s, starting the 
solvent eviction, and the PSK film was annealed for 15 min 
at 120 °C. Next, the ETL layer was formed by spin-coated 
PCBM/chlorobenzene (20 mg/mL) perovskite layer for 30 s 
at 1000 rpm. To inhibit the corrosion of perovskite by Ag 
anode, 140 µL of BCP saturated solution was deposited on 
top of the PCBM layer at rotation for 30 s/6000 rpm. The 
production of the devices was finished by physical vapor 
deposition of Ag as an electrode (70 nm) (0.09  cm2 active 
area). The steps of PSCs device fabrications with bilayer 
structure are illustrated in Fig. S1d.

3  Results and discussion

The effect of crosslinking between EDA-FG and 
PEDOT:PSS is optimized and highlighted in this work. 
Through a newly created bond between N-functionalized and 
PEDOT:PSS, the sulfonamide bond is proved by FT-IR. The 
possible crosslinking between EDA-FG and PEDOT:PSS is 
discussed via FTIR spectra which are presented in detail in 
the SI (Fig. 1c). A schematic of a possible sulfonamide bond 
via a PSCs device is shown in Fig. 1a. It can be seen that the 
linkage led to rearrangement between PEDOT:PSS intermo-
lecular and thus enhanced its film crystallinity, which pushes 
in the direction of depositing better PSK crystals. Crosslink-
ing occurs by every plate terminated -NH2 of EDA-FG that 
can bond to free sulphonic groups of polystyrene sulphonic 
acid (PSS). Taking into account the fact that PEDOT:PSS 
consists of Poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) blended with 
polystyrene sulfonate and poly (styrene sulfonic acid) [39].

To realize EDA-FG’s role with different concentrations 
in the PSK layer enhancement, XRD of various deposited 
PSK over a single layer and bilayer’s HTLs with other struc-
tures were observed (Fig. 1b). It can be seen that the sharp 
intensity at 14.11°, 28.05°, 31.61°, and 34.89° are related 
to the (110), (220), (310), and (312) diffraction planes of 
the PSK layers. In the case of single-layer HTLs, EDA-FG/
PSK, these peaks are roughly shifted to higher diffraction 
angles by 0.2 than PEDOT:PSS, which explains that the G 
in its reduced form can influence the preferential growth of 
large PSK crystals than PEDOT:PSS [26]. The PSK layer 

deposited on the pristine PEDOT:PSS is reasonably rough 
due to random grains growth and superposition with each 
other [30]. Fortunately, inserting the EDA-FG layer at the 
bottom of PEDOT:PSS reduces the roughness and wetta-
bility of the PEDOT:PSS surface, while the PEDOT:PSS 
surface improvement reaches its maximum at 0.5 EDA-FG 
mg  mL−1 concentration. Typically, by increasing EDA-
FG concentration 2θ angle shifted to the lower diffraction 
angle, which is primarily responsible for a drop in grain size 
or nonuniform strain [40]. Despite in our case, the size of 
perovskite crystals is substantially greater than the pristine 
PEDOT:PSS. As a result, the shift in the diffraction peak 
should be attributed to inhomogeneous strain in the perovs-
kite crystal, which may be connected to the epitaxial growth 
of the perovskite on the HTL bilayer structure [41].

On the other hand, adding graphene derivatives like 
GO under PEDOT:PSS decreased its wettability [42]. 
In our case, following to contact angle measurement, its 
value decreased from 12.8° ( ± 1.3) to 6.9° ( ± 0.9) for only 
PEDOT:PSS and 0.5 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS as shown in 
Fig. 1e and f, respectively. This reverse phenomenon may 
be due to the decline of the sulfonic group responsible for 
PEDOT:PSS wetting due to its interaction with the amine 
group present in EDA-FG and the formation of the sulfona-
mide bond.

The morphological surface enhancement of PEDOT:PSS, 
in turn, is reflected in the crystallinity of PSK films, where 
the intensities of the peaks ratios of I (110)/I (220) impres-
sively increased from 1.59 to 1.97 for pristine PEDOT:PSS 
and 0.5 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS, respectively. The EDA-FG 
may enhance the PEDOT:PSS surface through crosslink-
ing effect by forming the sulfonamide bond confirmed pre-
viously by FTIR analysis (Fig. 1c). This cross-linking has 
occurred through the terminated -NH2, which bonded to free 
sulphonic groups [39]. This linkage led to rearrangement 
between PEDOT:PSS intermolecular and thus enhanced its 
film crystallinity which pushed in the direction of deposit-
ing better PSK crystals. The possible crosslinking between 
PEDOT:PSS, EDA-FG, and perovskite layer is shown in 
Fig. S2. At the highest concentration of the EDA-FG, the 
crystallinity of PSK film is reduced due to inappropriate 
high concentration leading to agglomeration of EDA-FG 
particles, which is hindered by a sulfonamide bond with 
PEDOT:PSS, confirmed by FTIR analysis. To approve the 
obtained results, the crystal size of the perovskite layer based 
on various HTLs is designed employing the Scherrer equa-
tion (SI), and the calculated data is listed in Table S1. More 
details about the Scherrer equation have been illustrated in 
the SI. Moreover, the attributed XRD data for GO, EDA-FG, 
and PEDOT:PSS is discussed in SI and revealed in Fig. 1d.

Since the resulting photocurrent is substantially influ-
enced by the light absorbed via the HTLs on ITO, the 
optical characterization and related discussion of UV–vis 
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absorption/transmission spectra, Tauc plot direct band gap, 
and Energies of the valence band of various deposited HTLs 
are presented in Fig. S3a–d. In addition, to investigate the 
holes’ quenching and transportation abilities of the pre-
pared pristine PEDOT:PSS and varied HTLs bilayer struc-
ture, the steady-state photoluminescence (PL) technique 
was utilized, and the results are illustrated in Fig. 2a. The 
 CH3NH3PbI3 on the top of various fabricated HTLs, includ-
ing PEDOT:PSS, EDA-FG, and (0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mg. 
 mL−1) EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS on glass, displayed light emis-
sion at 778 nm. Compared to the PL emission of the  MAPbI3 
based on PEDOT:PSS, the PL intensity of 0.5 EDA-FG/G-
PEDOT:PSS layer decreases by about 78%. These findings 
reveal that holes were captured from perovskite to bilayer 
efficiently compared to the pristine PEDOT:PSS or EDA-
FG-based devices. The mollification in the light quenching 

in bilayer HTL structures will result in a valance band with 
better matching and reduction in trap density by restraining 
the holes recombination at ITO/EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS/PSK 
interface, which enhances the  VOC value [27]. Transporting 
of  e+ by the non-destructive C = C conjugation of EDA-FG 
occurs quickly through ITO/EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS/PSK 
than ITO/pristine EDA-FG or PEDOT:PSS/PSK inter-
faces and resulting in boosts holes collection and increas-
ing  JSC. The PL intensities of the fabricated layers are 
listed as follows: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/ PSK > ITO/EDA-FG/
PSK > ITO/0.25 EDA-FG/G-PEDOT:PSS/PSK > ITO/1.0 
EDA-FG/G-PEDOT:PSS/PSK > ITO/0.5 EDA-FG/G-
PEDOT:PSS/PSK. The highest concentration of EDA-FG/
PEDOT:PSS suppressed the light compared with 0.5 EDA-
FG/PEDOT:PSS, which may be affected by fewer sulfona-
mide group formation, confirmed by FTIR characterization. 

Fig. 1  a Schematic of pos-
sible sulfonamide bonds at 
bilayer EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS 
interface with the PSCs inverted 
structure. b XRD spectra of 
 MAPbI3 deposited on various 
used HTLs. c FTIR of various 
deposited HTLs d XRD of GO, 
EDA-FG, and PEDOT:PSS. 
Contact angel of e PEDOT: PSS 
and f 0.5 GEDA mg.  mL−1/
PEDOT:PSS
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The decrease in the number of sulfonamide groups in the 
case of 1.0 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS may be attributed to the 
aggregation of G plates at the EDA-FG highest ratio, which 
may strict the amine groups of EDA-FG from attaching to 
the sulphonic groups of PEDOT:PSS. The alignment of the 
energy levels for EDA-FG, PEDOT:PSS, and perovskite is 
seen in Fig. 2b [43].

The surface morphological features of both pristine 
PEDOT:PSS and 0.5 EDA-FG mg  mL−1/PEDOT:PSS 
films were examined by SEM. Significant differences in 
the morphology are detected, as shown in Fig. S4. The 
PEDOT:PSS film is smooth, whereas the film of bilayer 
structure, EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS, observed that the EDA-
FG fragments are scattered at the bottom of the surface of 
the PEDOT:PSS layer. The EDA-FG does not produce a 
continuous film, while its crystal size ranges from numerous 

hundred nanometers (nm) to tens of micrometers (µm). The 
EDA-FG formed only a few layers of nitrogen-doped gra-
phitic substant over ITO with an exceptional thickness of 
about 2 nm, as evidenced by the TEM analysis, as depicted 
in Fig. 2c. The roughness of both samples on the top of ITO 
was detected by AFM topographic images, as seen in Fig 
S5a and b, where the root mean square (RMS) was 1.18 nm 
and 0.74 nm for pristine PEDOT:PSS and 0.5 EDA-FG/
PEDOT:PSS, respectively. The lower RMS value of 0.74 nm 
for 0.5 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS compared to 1.18 nm for pris-
tine PEDOT:PSS indicates that the former has a smoother 
surface. A smoother surface can lead to better contact with 
the active layer, less interfacial charge recombination, and 
higher charge collection efficiency, resulting in an improved 
device performance. Due to the hygroscopic properties of the 
polystyrene sulphonate (PSS) of the PEDOT:PSS polymer, 

Fig. 2  a PL of PSK fabricated 
on the top of various deposited 
HTLs and b Schematic energy 
level diagram of different 
HTLs in perovskite solar cell. 
c TEM image of EDA-FG with 
measuring edge thickness. SEM 
of PSK layers on the top of d 
PEDOT:PSS, e 0.5 mg.  mL−1 
EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS
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as emphasized by the chemical structure of the PEDOT:PSS 
(Fig. S6) [44], PEDOT can be dispersed in water using PSS 
amphipathic property; however, surrounding the PEDOT 
phase with a thin PSS-rich film minimizes its conductivity 
[45]. Therefore, overlaying the G derivatives like EDA-FG 
with PEDOT:PSS surface is predictable to boost the conduc-
tivity and decrease the wettability of the PEDOT:PSS layer 
[46, 47]. The sheet resistances of different HTLs have been 
measured using a four-point probe technique where it was 
280 Ω.cm−2, 246 Ω.cm−2, 217 Ω.cm−2, and 184 Ω.cm−2 for 
pristine PEDOT:PSS, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mg.mL−1 of EDA-
FG/PEDOT:PSS, respectively.

The SEM of PSK layers deposited over the PEDOT:PSS 
and 0.5  mg.  mL−1 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS are shown 
in Fig. 2d and e. The crystal size of PSK over EDA-FG 
(0.5 mg.  mL−1) /PEDOT:PSS bilayer HTLs remarkably 
increased and became more regular compared to other HTL 
layers. The PSK film upward on the pristine PEDOT:PSS 
grew with varying crystal sizes and darkness (Fig. 2d). 
This fluctuation is related to PEDOT:PSS roughness and 
low wettability, which favors the perovskite crystal deposi-
tion in non-equal densities and distributions [47, 48]. After 
adding the EDA-FG under PEDOT:PSS, it worked to better 
arrange PSK grains via hydrogen bonds between the hydro-
gen atom of sulfonamide groups of deposited bilayers HTL 
and iodide ions  (I−) of the perovskite crystals (Fig. 2e). The 
0.5 mg.  mL−1 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS promotes the growth 
of high-quality perovskite crystals with a minor number of 

boundaries, which minimizes the besieged electrons and 
facilitates hole transport. Consequently, raising the  VOC and 
 JSC might enhance the associated PSC performance [49]. 
As clear from SEM images, the perovskite crystal is more 
prominent in size and reoriented in the case of the best con-
centration 0.5 EDA-FG under PEDOT:PSS as bilayer HTL 
than pristine PEDOT:PSS. The reorientation process comes 
from possible hydrogen bonds that may be created between 
sulfonamide groups of 0.5 EDA-FG/ PEDOT:PSS bilayer 
and perovskite crystals. This linkage rearranges perovskite 
crystals in a better configuration with less stress.

The J-V curves spectra and IPCE of the fabricated PSCs 
with these HTLs are demonstrated in Fig. 3a and b, respec-
tively. All PSCs based on the HTL bilayer performed bet-
ter PCE yield in reverse bias (0.25 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS 
15.34%, 0.5 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS 17.66%, and 1.0 EDA-
FG/PEDOT:PSS 15.67%) compared with devices based 
on separate PEDOT:PSS 13.71% or EDA-FG 12.87%. 
The JSC dramatically increased from 20.32 mA.cm−2 for 
the device built on PEDOT:PSS to 22.22 mA.cm−2 based 
on a 0.5 EDA-FG/G-PEDOT:PSS bilayer structure. The 
JSC value then declined to 21.30 mA.cm−2 for 1.0 EDA-
FG/PEDOT:PSS-based device. The VOC slightly changes 
from 1.052 to 1.057 V, with the ratio of deposited EDA-FG 
layers raised from 0.5 to 1.0 mg/mL. Photovoltaic param-
eters of the champion PSCs devices are based on several 
HTLs, including PEDOT:PSS, EDA-FG, and (0.25, 0.5, and 
1.0 mg.  mL−1) EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS are listed in Table 1 

Fig. 3  a J–V curves, b IPCE 
spectra of PSCs fabricated with 
different HTLs. c EDA-FG/
PEDOT:PSS in a dark condi-
tion. c A zoom for  Rsc circle of 
perovskite solar cells fabricated 
with PEDOT: PSS, EDA-FG, 
and (0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mg. 
 mL−1) EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS. d 
Light soaking stability of PSCs 
fabricated
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(forward direction) and Table S2 (reverse direction). From 
IPCE measurements (Fig. 3b), a broad spectral swap rang-
ing from 350 to 850 nm, the integrated values of JSC from 
IPCE spectra correspond to JSC results. Every IPCE spec-
trum performance of devices depending on HTLs bilayer 
structures are similar to those fabricated with PEDOT:PSS. 
However, their values were higher throughout the entire 
wavelength than PEDOT:PSS-based devices. The inte-
grated JSC for the PEDOT:PSS, EDA-FG, 0.25 EDA-FG/
PEDOT:PSS 0.5 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS, 1.0 EDA-FG/
PEDOT:PSS, and EDA-FG based PSCs devices were 
19.74 mA/cm2, 18.01 mA/cm2, 20.09 mA/cm2, 21.97 mA/
cm2, and 20.63 mA/cm2, respectively.

To further examine the diverse processes caused by 
inserting EDA-FG with different concentrations under 
PEDOT:PSS as bilayer HTLs in p-i-n type PSCs EIS is 
performed. EIS has been utilized as a helpful technique to 
inspect the process that occurs inside photovoltaic (PV) 
devices [50, 51]. The  Rs linked to the top electrode (Ag), 
and ITO,  Rsc, and  Rrec, where sc and rec = contact resist-
ance and recombination resistance, respectively, may be 
derived by fitting a matching circuit inserted in Fig. S7a. A 
zoom for  Rsc circles of PSCs fabricated with PEDOT:PSS, 
EDA-FG, and (0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mg.  mL−1) EDA-FG/
PEDOT:PSS is shown in Fig. 3c. The electrical equivalent 
circuit (EEC) is drawn in Fig. S7b, with more detailed fig-
ures for the fitted impedance spectra for all devices are pre-
sented in Fig. S8. The EEC described the experimental data 
well, and the fitting electrochemical values are inserted in 
Table S3. The  Rsc was due to connections or facial interac-
tions via the perovskite film, whereas the  Rrec was due to 
the recombination charge at interfaces between PSK solar 
cell device layers. The  Rrec of the device increases after 
inserting the EDA-FG under the layer, indicating that the 
improved shape and more giant crystals are responsible for 
the reduced recombination with effective transporter relo-
cation to the counter electrode. Smaller  Rs,  Rsc, and big-
ger  Rrec were advantageous because they make it easier to 
separate photogenerated transporters and send them to the 
appropriate HTL or ETL. Refer to the SI for more details 
and an explanation of the EIS interpretation-based equation; 
refer to the supplemental file (SI). The electrical conduc-
tivity of different HTLs can be arranged as follows: ITO/

EDA-FG > 1.0 EDA-FG/G-PEDOT:PSS > ITO/0.5 EDA-
FG/G-PEDOT:PSS > ITO/0.25 EDA-FG/G-PEDOT:PSS 
ITO/PEDOT:PSS. However, the EDA-FG is the most con-
ductive HTL, but its PCE value was the least compared 
with other deposited HTLs. This refers to the G deriva-
tives deposition by the spin coating technique that cannot 
form a continuous film, which affects the  JSC and FF values 
(Fig. S9) [26, 47, 52, 53]. In contrast, PEDOT:PSS layer, 
which can be deposited in a continuous layer, showed the 
lowest VOC. The low value of VOC of the device fabricated 
with PEDOT:PSS as HTL is attributed to slightly compatible 
matching between ITO and PEDOT:PSS and low conductiv-
ity value, which reduced holes collections at the transparent 
conductive electrode [54]. All devices based on the bilayer 
HTLs structures show a synergistic effect by combining two 
advantages of both HTLs bilayer components where the PCE 
values were higher than PEDOT:PSS or EDA-FG alone.

The device with a configuration ITO/0.5 EDA-FG/G-
PEDOT:PSS/PSK/PCPM/PCB/Ag appeared to have a 
supreme performance might be the influence of two factors: 
(i) collecting holes effectively through sulfonamide bands 
and compatibility between the various VB at the ITO/0.5 
EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3 interface, confirmed by WF 
measuring Fig. S3d, and (ii) equivalent distribution of EDA-
FG on the top of ITO without pinholes as the case of 0. 5 
EDA-FG or sheets agglomeration as the case of 1.0 EDA-
FG, has been proved from SEM property Fig. S4b. The hys-
teresis behavior of the corresponding PSCs device, including 
forward and reverse bias, was determined using AM 1.5 G 
sun-lighting (1 W.cm−2) via interruption duration of 50 ms, 
as shown in Fig. S10, where the PSCs-based devices dis-
played slight hysteresis because the deposited HTLs are 
ultrathin layers [7]. Additionally, a larger grain size of PSK 
crystals paves to efficient extraction of charges and suppres-
sion of charge recombination [55]. The hysteresis factor 
(HF) for all devices has been calculated, 1.0 mg.mL−1 EDA-
FG/PEDOT: PSS-based device showed the lowest hysteresis 
may be due to this bi-film possessing the highest conductive 
value which facilitates the holes transfer efficiently in both 
scan directions (Table 1). The characteristic cross-sectional 
SEM of the champion device manufactured using 0.5 mg/mL 
EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS bilayer structure is demonstrated in 
Fig. S11a. It can be noticed that EDA-FG formed only a few 

Table 1  Photovoltaic 
performance of the fabricated 
inverted planar PSCs with 
various HTLs under simulated 
AM 1.5 illumination (forward 
direction, power density 100 
mW  cm−2)

HTL JSC
[mA.cm−2]

VOC[V] FF PCE [%] Aver. PCE ± std dev. (%) HF

PEDOT: PSS 20.33 0.83 0.79 13.33 (12.80 ± 0.53) 3.49
EDA-FG 17.59 1.05 0.70 12.92 (12.65 ± 0.27) 0.46
0.25 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS 20.06 1.00 0.75 15.05 (14.72 ± 0.33) 1.31
0.5 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS 22.22 1.05 0.74 17.26 (16.89 ± 0.37) 2.08
1.0 EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS 21.30 1.06 0.70 15.80 (15.58 ± 0.22) 0.13
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layers of nitrogen-doped graphitic substant over ITO with 
an exceptional thickness of about 2 nm, which is previously 
evidenced by the TEM analysis (Fig. 2c).

The PSCs’ long-term stability is an important feature 
of their commercialization. Figure 3d depicts the stability 
performances of four PSCs without encapsulation due to 
the storage time of over 500 h at room temperature. (55% 
relative humidity). Due to PEDOT:PSS’s hygroscopic prop-
erties, less than 30% of the device’s initial PCE value was 
retained after 500 h of air exposure [25]. The EDA-FG-
based device was maintained at 89% from the initial meas-
urement. The device was fabricated with a bilayer structure 
at a high concentration of EDA-FG (0.5 and 1.0 GEDA)/
PEDOT:PSS showed low PCE loss, and the photovoltaic 
performance was maintained up to 88%. In contrast, the low 
concentration saved only 68% from the initial PSCs per-
formance evaluation. In addition, the normalized PCE% of 
various devices is shown in Fig. S11b. The PSCs devices 
based on EDA-FG increase the stability of the corresponding 
device due to G derivatives. When G layers act as a substrate 
for PEDOT:PSS, it could mitigate the severity of the hygro-
scopic and wettability properties of PEDOT:PSS and the 
prohibition of ITO from direct contact with its PEDOT:PSS 
[46, 47]. The results authorized the long-term constancy of 
EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS perovskite-based device compared 
to PEDOT:PSS, which encourages more stable and effec-
tive PSCs based on other N-FG and PEDOT:PSS as bilayer 
structure HTLs.

4  Conclusion

Overall, the concentration of the EDA-FG under 
PEDOT:PSS was optimized from 0.25, 0.5 to 1.0 mg/mL−1 
as bilayer HTL to achieve high-performance PSCs. Then, 
the EDA-FG/PEDOT:PSS with different constructions were 
optimized by FTIR, XRD, UV, and work function (WF). 
Based on FTIR and XRD data, the results confer that the 
new linkage between EDA-FG and PEDOT:PSS leaded to 
rearrangement between PEDOT:PSS intermolecular, thus 
enhancing its film crystallinity for better PSK crystals. It 
was found that the valance band of EDA-FG is matched to 
ITO that effectively extracted and transferred the holes from 
the light-absorber layer to the back ITO electrode. The PL 
manifested that the 0.5 mg/mL EDA-FG/PEDOT as HTLs 
quenched the PL intensity of the  CH3NH3PbI3 layer by 78%, 
which is beneficial for extracting holes efficiently from per-
ovskite compared to the pristine PEDOT:PSS-based devices, 
hence enhancing the VOC value. EIS reveals two significant 
points: a decline in the charge transfer resistance  (RCT) and a 
rise in the charge’s recombination at the PSCs interfaces. All 
PSCs based on HTL bilayer showed high-yielding PCE har-
vesting in reverse bias as follows: 0.25 G-EDA/PEDOT: PSS 

15.34%, 0.5 G-EDA/PEDOT:PSS 17.66%, and 1.0 G-EDA/
PEDOT: PSS 15.67% compared with devices based on only 
PEDOT:PSS 13.71%. The photovoltaics behavior estima-
tion studies confirmed that all PSCs devices fabricated with 
G-EDA/PEDOT:PSS bi-layers HTL without encapsulation 
exhibited high stability under atmosphere conditions with 
light consumption for 500 h, and the PCE losses were less 
than 10%.
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